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False Claim that Kyle Rittenhouse Shot Blacks Still Alive
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Anti-white leftists just won’t get the facts
straight. They still insist that Kyle
Rittenhouse shot and killed two black men
the night he shot three whites who attacked
him — at least until they’re corrected
publicly.

The most recent claim showed up in The
Good Kings: Absolute Power in Ancient
Egypt and the Modern World, a lady
Egyptologist’s lament that the ancients were
smarter than the moderns because they let
women run their countries.

Another surfaced at a university website on
November 19, the day Rittenhouse was
acquitted of criminal charges.

It’s bad enough that the errors were published after the trial, which was front page news and broadcast
daily for almost three full weeks.

The truth surfaced soon after the shootings on August 25, 2020, video of which was widely available
online.

I’m literally wheezing this is so funny �� this is the last chapter of “Good Kings” by
Egyptologist Kara Cooney. I’ll say this delicately… she’s not the brightest and it shows.
pic.twitter.com/YoI4sGGM49

— Kara McKinney OANN (@Nefertari_25) January 5, 2022

Oops!

Kara McKinney of OANN picked up the error in Good Kings.

“Consider Kyle Rittenhouse, who used his semiautomatic weapon to kill two Black men in Kenosha,
Wisconsin while waging a glorious war on behalf of his inherited White power,” the text reads.

Tweeted McKinney:

“I’m literally wheezing this is so funny �� this is the last chapter of “Good Kings” by
Egyptologist Kara Cooney. I’ll say this delicately… she’s not the brightest and it shows.

To her credit, the author, UCLA egghead Kara Cooney, immediately admitted her careless mistake.

“Yes. This was my mistake,” she tweeted. “And caught too late for printing. Apologies. I stand by the
sentiment of white supremacy, however.”

Yes. This was my mistake. And caught too late for printing. Apologies. I stand by the
sentiment of white supremacy, however.

https://www.amazon.com/Good-Kings-Absolute-Ancient-Modern/dp/1426221967
https://www.amazon.com/Good-Kings-Absolute-Ancient-Modern/dp/1426221967
https://www.amazon.com/Good-Kings-Absolute-Ancient-Modern/dp/1426221967
https://t.co/YoI4sGGM49
https://twitter.com/Nefertari_25/status/1478520924483719168?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://thenewamerican.com/author/r-cort-kirkwood/?utm_source=_pdf
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— Kara Cooney (@KaraCooney) January 5, 2022

But Cooney, an historian presumably paid to get historical facts straight, also fumbled the story on Rosa
Parks, who famously refused to give up her seat to a white man on a bus in Montgomery, Alabama.

Cooney reports that Parks became “a hero when she took a seat in the White section of a public bus and
started the Montgomery bus boycott.”

Wrong again, as McKinney observed. 

Here is how the National Archives explains it:

On the city buses of Montgomery, Alabama, the front 10 seats were permanently reserved
for white passengers.… Mrs. Parks was seated in the first row behind those 10 seats. When
the bus became crowded, the bus driver instructed Mrs. Parks and the other three
passengers seated in that row, all African Americans, to vacate their seats for the white
passengers boarding. Eventually, three of the passengers moved, while Mrs. Parks remained
seated, arguing that she was not in a seat reserved for whites. James Blake, the driver,
believed he had the discretion to move the line separating black and white passengers. The
law was actually somewhat murky on that point, but when Mrs. Parks defied his order, he
called the police. Officers Day and Mixon came and promptly arrested her.

Another error: Rosa Parks did not sit in white section of bus. She refused to give up seat to a
white passenger when the white section filled up. You’d think @NatGeo would have better
editors? https://t.co/jiVtgrvnQQ pic.twitter.com/39sEKWZknm

— Kara McKinney OANN (@Nefertari_25) January 5, 2022

Neither Cooney nor the archives, of course, mention that Parks was an activist who attended the
Highlander Folk School, a communist-founded training ground for agitators, and that black women had
refused to give up their seats to whites long before anyone had heard of Parks. Those women sued the
city over it.

How Parks and Rittenhouse relate to Egyptology is as hard to understand as the hieroglyphics in
Nefertiti’s tomb.

University Website Expunges Post

In November, James Madison University in Harrisonburg, Virginia, was forced to delete a video that
also said Rittenhouse killed two blacks. 

This was sent to me by a @JMU alum. It is a now deleted video from JMU’s Official IG
account that not only criticizes Rittenhouse’s innocent verdict, but mischaracterizes the
facts of the case, stating that “two beautiful black lives” were killed, which is false. 1/2
pic.twitter.com/EoJOJr0CUH

— Tina Ramirez (@TinaRamirezVA) November 19, 2021

The young man in the video claimed Rittenhouse took “two beautiful black lives.” One hopes the
“biophysical chemistry major” who posted the falsehood has a firmer grasp of biophysical chemistry

https://twitter.com/KaraCooney/status/1478567323975913473?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://www.archives.gov/education/lessons/rosa-parks
https://twitter.com/NatGeo?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://t.co/jiVtgrvnQQ
https://t.co/39sEKWZknm
https://twitter.com/Nefertari_25/status/1478528212061679617?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2013/02/the_communists_and_rosa_parks.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Claudette_Colvin
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Claudette_Colvin
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Browder_v._Gayle
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Browder_v._Gayle
https://www.breezejmu.org/news/jmu-instagram-stories-claim-rittenhouse-killed-two-black-men-later-taken-down/article_9a7e900e-4baf-11ec-9921-f7146ba84ae1.html
https://twitter.com/JMU?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://t.co/EoJOJr0CUH
https://twitter.com/TinaRamirezVA/status/1461820863314026501?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://thenewamerican.com/author/r-cort-kirkwood/?utm_source=_pdf
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that he does of current events.

None of the three men Rittenhouse shot were black. They were, however, violent criminals.

Joseph Rosenbaum, whom Rittenhouse shot and killed when Rosenbaum tried to grab
Rittenhouse’s AR-15, was a convicted child rapist.

Anthony Huber, whom Rittenhouse shot and killed when Huber tried to kill him with a skateboard,
was a convicted strangler and domestic abuser.

Gaige Grosskreutz, whom Rittenhouse shot in the arm after Grosskreutz threatened him with a
pistol, is a longtime criminal.

The still unidentified “Jump Kick Man,” whom Rittenhouse fired at but didn’t hit after the man kicked
him in the head, is a career criminal.

H/T: Washington Examiner

https://thenewamerican.com/court-records-deceased-kenosha-rioter-rosenbaum-was-a-child-rapist/?utm_source=_pdf
https://thenewamerican.com/video-evidence-kenosha-shooter-rittenhouse-was-defending-himself-court-records-victims-dangerous-criminals/?utm_source=_pdf
https://thenewamerican.com/states-witness-confesses-he-aimed-pistol-advanced-on-rittenhouse-when-rittenhouse-shot-him/?utm_source=_pdf
https://thenewamerican.com/kenosha-rioter-collared-again-was-one-of-three-who-threatened-rittenhouse/?utm_source=_pdf
https://thenewamerican.com/radio-talker-ids-jump-kick-man-in-rittenhouse-video-career-criminal-offered-to-testify-in-exchange-for-deal/?utm_source=_pdf
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/national-geographic-author-falsely-claims-kyle-rittenhouse-killed-two-black-men
https://thenewamerican.com/author/r-cort-kirkwood/?utm_source=_pdf
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